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The Village Bugler
Krystal and Dan Got Married
in Las Vegas…Rev. Glenn Presided!

Facts from OH and NV!
1. We drove though a WVA
snowstorm to get home 3/3/14.!
2. We visited the Sherck’s (NC)
and Alfonso’s (TN) on our way
home. It was as if we had never
been apart..old friends are the
best! They said Hello to all!!
3. Our Akron-Canton flight to
Las Vegas departed one hour
early…Delta didn’t tell us…lucky we
were there early!!! We were the last
passengers to board!!!!
4. While in Las Vegas, Ruth,
cousin Jo and I took a tour of the
Hoover Dam…really great and we
had a Good Dam Tour guide!!!

On Saturday, March 15, 2014, Dan
and Krystal were married. The
ceremony was held in a suite on the
thirty-fourth floor of the Mandalay
Bay Resort…overlooking the Las
Vegas Strip, outgoing airplanes and
a full moon which appeared to be
shinning directly into the floor to
ceiling windows. Dan’s father, Jeﬀ,

was the best man and Krystal had
two maids of honor. Krystal’s nieces
were flower girls. Krystal’s mother,
Cindy, and grandmother, Joyce,
served with Dan’s mother, Sally, as
witnesses. The wedding party
looked beautiful and a reception
followed for hours. Krystal and Dan
were great hosts.Everyone had fun!

5. We could have purchased
seven glasses of wine at The
Villages for what one cost at
Mandalay Bay! Didn’t stop Ruth!!
6. Pastor Glenn solicited other
weddings without success. !
7. Two new items on my web site:
Bad Shots: Moments for
Gratefulness and a Tribute to
Jack Joy. !
8. This will be the final Bugler!!

WHERE DID THEY GET ALL THESE FRIENDS?
In attendance were family
members from CA, OH, NY and OR.
Several dozen of Dan and Krystal’s
friends were present…fellow workers,
Army buddies, neighbors and fellow
students from Univ. of CO College
Pharmacy. Their friends came from
AK, AZ, CA, CO, IA, MI, MN and

OK. It was a real tribute to Dan and
Krystal that so many friends came from
so many miles away to celebrate their
marriage. The reception allowed many
old friends to catch up and was
followed by a brunch the next morning.
Mandalay Bay is a perfect place for a
wedding and the wedding was perfect.

